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Abstract: Precision point positioning (PPP) utilizing the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
is a traditional and widely employed technology. Its performance is susceptible to observation
discontinuities and unfavorable geometric configurations. Consequently, the integration of the
Inertial Navigation System (INS) and GNSS makes full use of their respective advantages and
effectively mitigates the limitations of GNSS positioning. However, the GNSS/INS integration faces
significant challenges in complex and harsh urban environments. In recent years, the geometry
between the user and the satellite has been effectively improved with the advent of lower-orbits and
faster-speed Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites. This enhancement provides more observation data,
opening up new possibilities and opportunities for high-precision positioning. Meanwhile, in contrast
to the traditional extended Kalman filter (EKF) approach, the performance of the LEO-enhanced
GNSS/INS tightly coupled integration (TCI) can be significantly improved by employing the factor
graph optimization (FGO) method with multiple iterations to achieve stable estimation. In this study,
LEO data and the FGO method were employed to enhance the GNSS/INS TCI. To validate the
effectiveness of the method, vehicle data and simulated LEO observations were subjected to thorough
analysis. The results suggest that the integration of LEO data significantly enhances the positioning
accuracy and convergence speed of the GNSS/INS TCI. In contrast to the FGO GNSS/INS TCI
without LEO enhancement, the average enhancement effect of the LEO is 22.16%, 7.58%, and 10.13%
in the north, east, and vertical directions, respectively. Furthermore, the average root mean square
error (RMSE) of the LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI is 0.63 m, 1.21 m, and 0.85 m in the north,
east, and vertical directions, respectively, representing an average improvement of 41.91%, 13.66%,
and 2.52% over the traditional EKF method. Meanwhile, the simulation results demonstrate that
LEO data and the FGO method effectively enhance the positioning and convergence performance of
GNSS/INS TCI in GNSS-challenged environments (tall buildings, viaducts, underground tunnels,
and wooded areas).

Keywords: Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS); Inertial Navigation System (INS); Low
Earth Orbit (LEO); extended Kalman filter (EKF); factor graph optimization (FGO); tightly coupled
integration (TCI)

1. Introduction

Autonomous navigation and positioning technologies are crucial in various fields,
including autonomous vehicles and unmanned aerial vehicles [1,2]. The Global Navigation
Satellite System (GNSS) is the primary method of positioning and provides high-precision
positioning services with all-weather, real-time, and global coverage. However, high-
precision positioning is still challenging in complex and harsh environments [3,4]. GNSS
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signals can be affected by external interference, leading to signal loss and resulting in
low-quality observation data and an insufficient number of satellites. This can make it
difficult to provide accurate and reliable positioning services by relying solely on GNSS
navigation [5,6]. The Inertial Navigation System (INS) is an autonomous navigation system
that provides carrier position, velocity, and attitude information without external signal
interference. However, the INS error accumulates with time, affecting the positioning
accuracy. Therefore, to make full use of the respective advantages of GNSS and INS, they
are usually integrated, which can effectively overcome the deficiencies of a single navigation
system positioning and provide users with high-precision positioning services [7,8].

In recent decades, there has been extensive research and application focusing on
GNSS/INS integration techniques. Currently, tightly coupled integration (TCI) based
on extended Kalman filtering (EKF) is a widely used scheme in the field of integrated
navigation [9–14]. In 2007, Godha et al. evaluated the performance of a GPS/INS TCI of
low-cost MEMS IMUs under weak observing conditions and showed that sub-meter and
meter positional accuracy can be provided in suburban and densely populated urban areas,
respectively [15]. In 2009, Roesler et al. proposed a PPP/INS tightly combined Kalman filter
to obtain three-dimensional (3D) positioning accuracy of less than 15 cm using airborne
data [16]. In 2023, Lai et al. established the BDS-3 PPP-B2b/INS TCI model and showed
that decimeter-level positioning accuracy can be obtained in urban environments [17].

Although the GNSS/INS TCI can effectively improve the single GNSS positioning
accuracy, it remains heavily reliant on GNSS. In complex and harsh urban environments
(tall buildings, viaducts, underground tunnels, woods, etc.), GNSS signals are highly
susceptible to blocking or even interruption [17–19]. At this time, the positioning accuracy
of the GNSS/INS TCI is severely affected and cannot provide long-term high-precision
positioning services. To address this challenge, this paper considers two aspects to improve
the performance of GNSS/INS TCI: (1) The introduction of Low Orbit Satellite (LEO)
observations can compensate for the lack of observations due to the loss of GNSS signals in
complex environments; (2) In complex urban environments, GNSS measurements exhibit
non-Gaussian distribution and high time-dependency. The traditional EKF GNSS/INS
TCI is inadequate in providing optimal positioning performance [20]. Therefore, the factor
graph optimization (FGO) method is employed to establish the GNSS/INS TCI model,
which enhances positioning accuracy and robustness.

LEO satellites can effectively complement and enhance global positioning, navigation,
and timing (PNT) services, as they are characterized by greater speed and strong signal
power. They have received significant attention due to their potential benefits [21–28].
In 2022, Liu et al. designed the LEO constellation to enhance the Beidou Navigation
Satellite System (BDS), and simulation experiments showed that the LEO constellation
improved the positioning accuracy of BDS from the decimeter level to less than 5 cm and
the convergence time was reduced to within 3.5 min [29]. In 2023, Teng et al. designed
and optimized two LEO navigation enhancement constellations and selected nine stations
for simulation experiments, which showed that the two LEO enhancement positioning
accuracies were improved by 5.7–71.9% and 24.2–69.5%, respectively [30]. In 2024, Zhang
et al. used simulated LEO data to validate the performance of LEO-enhanced GPS/INS and
showed that the addition of LEO significantly improves the positioning accuracy of single
GPS and GPS/INS integration [31]. Xu et al. investigated LEO-enhanced multi-GNSS
precision point positioning (PPP) using real dual-frequency navigation signals from the
CENTISPACETM ESAT1 satellite and the results showed that the LEO signals significantly
improved high-precision positioning [32]. Therefore, the introduction of LEO into the
GNSS/INS TCI can effectively improve the impact of GNSS observation anomalies in
harsh environments.

The FGO method utilizes all the historical information for multiple iterations thus
achieving stable estimation. It has significant advantages in dealing with nonlinear prob-
lems in complex environments. Therefore, the FGO method, which is widely used in
the field of robotics, has also been applied to GNSS [33] and GNSS/INS integrated po-
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sitioning [34]. In 2019, Wen et al. employed an FGO method to implement GNSS/INS
TCI and conducted two sets of experiments in urban canyon environments for demon-
stration. The GNSS/INS positioning accuracy was significantly improved compared
to the traditional EKF GNSS/INS TCI [35]. In 2020, Chang et al. proposed the FGO
GNSS/IMU/ODO/LiDAR-SLAM navigation system and conducted vehicle experiments
in open areas and tunnels. The results show that the maximum root mean square (RMS)
of position drift error for this system is reduced by 62.8%, 72.3%, and 52.1% during GNSS
outages in north, east and vertical directions, respectively, compared to the conventional
GNSS/INS/ODO integration [36]. In 2021, Tang et al. developed a pre-integrated model
that includes the Earth’s rotation in the GNSS/INS integration and the experimental results
showed that the accuracy of the FGO GNSS/INS integration can be improved to that of
the EKF GNSS/INS [37]. Wen et al. proposed an FGO model for GNSS and real-time
kinematic (RTK) positioning. Compared to the filtered approach, the model was evaluated
on a dataset of an urban canyon environment in Hong Kong and significantly improved
the GNSS and GNSS-RTK positioning accuracy [38].

In conclusion, GNSS/INS integrated navigation research is mainly based on the tradi-
tional Kalman filter method. However, there are fewer studies on GNSS/INS based on the
FGO method. Additionally, there are more studies on LEO-enhanced GNSS precision posi-
tioning, while there are limited studies on LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS integrated navigation.
Therefore, the innovation of this study is to establish a LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI
model with the FGO method, which has the following characteristics based on previous
studies: (1) The GNSS/INS TCI typically uses the EKF method and this paper develops a
GNSS/INS TCI model using the FGO method; (2) The introduction of LEO observations
realizes the EKF and FGO GNSS/LEO/INS models. This innovation is expected to improve
the positioning accuracy and robustness of the integrated navigation system.

In this study, an LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI model is proposed, which can
better deal with vehicle navigation in complex and harsh environments. At the same
time, the addition of LEO provides more opportunities and can provide certain reference
values for the future development of the integrated navigation field. The rest of the paper
is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the model and framework of the EKF and
FGO GNSS/LEO/INS TCI algorithm. Section 3 presents the experimental scheme and
analysis, where the TCI algorithm is validated using on-board data and simulated LEO data.
Additionally, a weak observation environment is simulated to test the applicability of the
FGO GNSS/LEO/INS TCI in complex environments. The discussion of the experimental
validation results is presented in Section 4, followed by conclusions in Section 5.

2. Methodology Model

This paper evaluates two TCI models, namely, LEO-enhanced EKF GNSS/INS and
LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS. The evaluation is based on the dual-frequency ionospheric-
free pseudo-range, carrier-phase, and Doppler observations from GNSS and LEO, as well
as INS-predicted observations as the initial observations. The following section describes
the two algorithmic models.

2.1. LEO-Enhanced EKF GNSS/INS TCI

The core concept of the EKF involves expanding nonlinear functions into Taylor
series and neglecting terms of second order and higher. This enables the derivation of
an approximate linearized model, followed by the application of the Kalman filter to
accomplish state estimation.

The Kalman filter state equation for the LEO-enhanced EKF GNSS/INS TCI is ex-
pressed as:

.
X(t) = F(t)X(t) + G(t)w(t) (1)

where X(t) represents the system state vector, F(t) represents the system state transition
matrix, G(t) represents the system noise driving matrix, and w(t) represents the system
noise vector that follows a Gaussian normal distribution with a mean value of zero.
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The observation equation for the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI can be expressed as:

Zk = HkXk + vk, vk ∼ N(0, Rk) (2)

where Zk denotes the observation innovation vector, Hk denotes the matrix of design
coefficients for the k epoch, and vk denotes the observation noise, which follows a Gaussian
normal distribution; Rk denotes the a priori variance of the observation noise.

2.1.1. LEO-Enhanced GNSS/INS TCI Algorithm Structure

The LEO-enhanced EKF GNSS/INS TCI framework is shown in Figure 1. If there
is no available GNSS or LEO observation data for the current INS epoch, the navigation
information of the INS mechanization and the variance of the Kalman filter time update
will be directly output. If there is available observation data, the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS
tightly coupled integration will be conducted.
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI structure based on EKF.

2.1.2. Observation Function of the LEO-Enhanced GNSS/INS TCI

The observation innovation vector for the GNSS/LEO/INS TCI can be obtained from
the difference between the dual-frequency observations of GNSS/LEO and the observations
predicted by INS, which can be expressed as:

Zk =



PGNSS − PINS
PLEO − PINS
LGNSS − LINS
LLEO − LINS

DGNSS − DINS
DLEO − DINS



T

=



ZPGNSS
PC

ZPLEO
PC

ZLGNSS
LC

ZLLEO
LC

Z .
P

GNSS
DC

Z .
P

LEO
DC


(3)

To obtain INS predictions, INS mechanization is arranged to update the position and
velocity of the receiver. However, INS data are based on the IMU center and GNSS/LEO
data are based on the GNSS receiver antenna phase center. Therefore, a lever-arm correction
is required. The lever-arm corrected linearized function can be expressed as [18,31]:
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where kδZ  denotes the differential form of observation innovation vector; b, n, i, and e 
denote the body frame, the navigation frame, the inertial frame, and the Earth-centered 
Earth-fixed frame, respectively; b

GNSSι  denotes the GNSS lever-arm error in the b-frame; 
b
LEOι  denotes the LEO lever-arm error in the b-frame; LCλ  and LCδN  denote the wave-
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ibδw  denotes the angular rate error 
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where C1   denotes the transformation matrix from the e-frame to the n-frame; C2   de-
notes the transformation matrix associated with the compensation of the lever-arm error; 

MR  is the radius of curvature of the meridional circle in which the carrier is located; NR  
is the radius of curvature in the prime vertical in which the carrier is located; e is the ec-
centricity of the meridional ellipse; B, L, and h are geodetic latitude, longitude, and height, 
respectively. 

Thus, the design coefficient matrix for the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI can be ob-
tained from Equations (3) and (4), and it can be expressed as: 
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where C1   denotes the transformation matrix from the e-frame to the n-frame; C2   de-
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MR  is the radius of curvature of the meridional circle in which the carrier is located; NR  
is the radius of curvature in the prime vertical in which the carrier is located; e is the ec-
centricity of the meridional ellipse; B, L, and h are geodetic latitude, longitude, and height, 
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Thus, the design coefficient matrix for the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI can be ob-
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.
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where δZk denotes the differential form of observation innovation vector; b, n, i, and e
denote the body frame, the navigation frame, the inertial frame, and the Earth-centered
Earth-fixed frame, respectively; ιb

GNSS denotes the GNSS lever-arm error in the b-frame;
ιb

LEO denotes the LEO lever-arm error in the b-frame; λLC and δNLC denote the wavelength
and ambiguity of the ionospheric-free carrier; δwb

ib denotes the angular rate error of the

gyroscope output; Cj
k (k = n and b, j = e and n) denotes the rotation matrix from the j-frame

to the k-frame; Mwet denotes the tropospheric wet delay projection function.

where

D−1 = diag
(

1
RM + h

,
1

RN + h
,−1

)
(5)

C1 =


−(RN+h)cosLsinB

RM+h −sinL −cosBcosL
−(RN+h)sinBsinL

RM+h cosL −cosBcosL
[RN(1−e2)]cosBcosL

RM+h 0 −sinB

 (6)

C2 =
(

Cn
bιb

G

)
× (7)

H
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(
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[
Cn
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(
ιb × ωb
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)
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where C1 denotes the transformation matrix from the e-frame to the n-frame; C2 denotes the
transformation matrix associated with the compensation of the lever-arm error; RM is the
radius of curvature of the meridional circle in which the carrier is located; RN is the radius
of curvature in the prime vertical in which the carrier is located; e is the eccentricity of the
meridional ellipse; B, L, and h are geodetic latitude, longitude, and height, respectively.

Thus, the design coefficient matrix for the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI can be
obtained from Equations (3) and (4), and it can be expressed as:

Hk =
[
HGNSS HLEO

]T (9)

where

HGNSS =

HGNSS
PPC

HGNSS
LLC

HGNSS.
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with 

H1 = AC1
H2 = H1

(
Cn

bιb×
)

H3 =
[

1 · · · 1
]T

H4 =
[

Mwet,1 · · · Mwet,n
]T

H5 = AD−1C2
H6 = ACe

n
H7 = H5

(
Cn

bιb×
)
− H6

[(
wn

en ×+wn
ie×

)
Cn

b
(
ιb×

)
+ Cn

b
(
ιb × wb

ib
)
×
]

H8 = −H6Cn
b
(
ιb×

)
H9 = H8diag

(
wb

ib
)

H10 =
[

1 · · · 1
]T

I = diag(1)

(12)

where A denotes the direction cosine of the satellite-receiver vector; wb
ib denotes the angular

rate of the gyroscope output of the b-frame relative to the i-frame in the n-frame; wn
en and

wn
ie denote the rotational angular velocity of the n-frame relative to the e-frame and the

e-frame relative to i-frame in the n-frame, respectively.

2.1.3. State Function of the LEO-Enhanced GNSS/INS TCI

The state vector of the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI can be expressed as:

X(t) =
[
δpn

INSδvn
INS δ
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where C1   denotes the transformation matrix from the e-frame to the n-frame; C2   de-
notes the transformation matrix associated with the compensation of the lever-arm error; 

MR  is the radius of curvature of the meridional circle in which the carrier is located; NR  
is the radius of curvature in the prime vertical in which the carrier is located; e is the ec-
centricity of the meridional ellipse; B, L, and h are geodetic latitude, longitude, and height, 
respectively. 

Thus, the design coefficient matrix for the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI can be ob-
tained from Equations (3) and (4), and it can be expressed as: 

[ ]T

k GNSS LEOH H H=  (9)

where 

δBa δBg δSa δSg δtGNSS δ
.
tGNSS δtLEO δ

.
tLEO δdwet δNLC

]T
(13)

where δpn
INS denotes the three-dimensional position correction in the n-frame; δvn

INS
denotes the three-dimensional velocity correction in the n-frame; δ
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notes the transformation matrix associated with the compensation of the lever-arm error; 

MR  is the radius of curvature of the meridional circle in which the carrier is located; NR  
is the radius of curvature in the prime vertical in which the carrier is located; e is the ec-
centricity of the meridional ellipse; B, L, and h are geodetic latitude, longitude, and height, 
respectively. 

Thus, the design coefficient matrix for the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI can be ob-
tained from Equations (3) and (4), and it can be expressed as: 

[ ]T

k GNSS LEOH H H=  (9)

where 

denotes the attitude
correction; δBa and δBg denotes the bias error correction of accelerometer and gyroscope;
δSa and δSg denotes the scale factor error correction of accelerometer and gyroscope;
δtGNSS and δ

.
tGNSS denote the receiver clock offset and clock drift in the GNSS system,

respectively; δtLEO and δ
.
tLEO denote the receiver clock offset and clock drift in the LEO

system; δdwet denotes residual of the wet tropospheric delay; and δNLC denotes ionospheric-
free ambiguity correction in the GNSS and LEO.

The state transfer matrix of the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI is expressed as:

F(t) =



F1 F2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
F3 F4 F5 F6 0 F7 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 F8 0 F9 0 F10 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 F11 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 F12 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 F13 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 F14 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FGNSS 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FLEO 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Fwet 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 FN



(14)
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with: 

F1 = [I − (wn
en×)∆t]3×3, F2 = [I∆t]3×3

F3 = diag
(

−g∆t
RM+h , −g∆t

RN+h , −g∆t
2(

√
RNRM+h)

)
3×3

F4 =
[
I −

((
wn

ie + wn
in
)
∆t

)
×
]

3×3
F5 = [(fn×)∆t]3×3, F6 =

[
Cp

b∆t
]

3×3

F7 =
[
Cp

bfb∆t
]

3×3
, F8 =

[
I −

(
wn

in×
)
∆t

]
3×3

F9 = [−Cn
b∆t]3×3, F10 =

[
Cp

bwb
ib∆t

]
3×3

F11 = diag
(

e−∆t/TBa , e−∆t/TBa , e−∆t/TBa

)
3×3

F12 = diag
(

e−∆t/TSa , e−∆t/TSa , e−∆t/TSa

)
3×3

F13 = diag
(

e−∆t/TBg , e−∆t/TBg , e−∆t/TBg
)

3×3

F14 = diag
(

e−∆t/TSg , e−∆t/TSg , e−∆t/TSg
)

3×3

FGNSS = FLEO =

[
1 ∆t
0 1

]
Fwet = I1×1, FN = In×n

(15)

where F1 and F2 represent position-dependent state coefficient; F3, F4, F5, F6, and F7
represent velocity-dependent state coefficient; F8, F9, and F10 represent attitude-dependent
state coefficient; F11, F12, F13, and F14 represent the state coefficients related to the INS
bias errors and scale factor errors; FGNSS and FLEO represent the state coefficients related
to the receiver clock offset and clock drift; Fwet represents the state coefficient related to
tropospheric zenith wet delay; FN represents the state coefficient related to ambiguity; ∆t
represents the sampling interval; f represents specific force from the accelerometer; the
remaining parameters can be referred to in Equation (12).

When GNSS or LEO data are available, the state parameters and the corresponding
covariance matrix are updated using the Kalman filter measurement update, which can be
expressed as:

Kk = Pk,k−1HT
k

(
HkPk,k−1HT

k + Rk

)
(16)

Xk = Xk,k−1 + Kk(Zk − HkXk,k−1) (17)

Pk = (I − KkHk)Pk,k−1(I − KkHk)
T + KkRkKT

k (18)

Pk,k−1 = Fk,k−1Xk−1FT
k,k−1 + Qk−1 (19)

where Xk and Xk,k−1 denote the estimated state vector at k epoch and k−1 epoch, re-
spectively; Pk,k−1 denotes the predicted variance-covariance matrix; and Pk denotes the
estimated variance-covariance matrix; Kk denotes the gain matrix at k epoch; Q denotes
the dynamic noise covariance matrix.

2.2. LEO-Enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI

The factor graph is a bilateral graph model that combines variables and factor nodes. It
can be used to solve the problem of fusing heterogeneous sensors with different frequencies.
Figure 2 illustrates the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS framework, which includes all historical
observation information and states. This is one of the main differences between the LEO-
enhanced EKF GNSS/INS. The study uses the INS factor and the ambiguity factor to
associate the front and back epoch state nodes. Marginalization is then employed to limit
the computational complexity of the sliding-window optimizer by converting the INS
factor and the GNSS/LEO factor corresponding to the marginalized states into a priori
factors. For further information on marginalization, please check the references [37,39].
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2.2.1. FGO Theory

The objective of utilizing LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI is to determine the
optimal a posteriori state based on the initial measurements. Information fusion for inte-
grated navigation has high nonlinearity and can be solved by optimization methods such
as g2o/Ceres/GTSAM. Ceres is an open source C++ library for modeling and solving large,
complex optimization problems. It focuses on solving nonlinear least squares problems
and the framework is easy to use with lower computation time. Therefore, in this paper,
we use the Ceres Solver as a nonlinear optimization solver.

As GNSS measurements, LEO measurements, and INS information are independent
of each other, this paper presents the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS integration as a maximum
a posteriori (MAP) problem [40]. It can be expressed as:

x̂ = arg max∏
k,i

P(zk,i|xk)∏
k,i

P(xk|xk−1, uk) (20)

where x̂ denotes the optimal estimate of the system state variation; zk,i denotes the raw
GNSS or LEO measurements of the k epoch; i denotes the index of the measurements
performed at k (e.g., one epoch may have multiple pseudo-range, carrier-phase, and
Doppler measurements); xk denotes the system state of the k epoch; and uk denotes all the
a priori information, i.e., the measurements provided by the INS.

The above problem is transformed into a nonlinear optimization problem in the LEO-
enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI, where all sensor measurements are considered as factors
associated with a particular state χj. According to the reference [35], the MAP problem can
be expressed as:

χ̂ = arg max∏
j

fj
(
χj
)

(21)

fj
(
χj
)

∝ exp
(
−
∥∥hj

(
χj
)
− zj

∥∥2
Σj

)
(22)

where fj is the factor associated with the measurements, which can be derived from the
GNSS, LEO, and INS measurements; hj is the observation function associated with zj; χj
denotes the state set from the first epoch to the current epoch. When the observation noise
conforms to a Gaussian distribution, the negative logarithm of the probability distribu-
tion is proportional to the measurement-associated error function. Therefore, it can be
converted to:

χ̂ = arg min
(

Σj
∥∥hj

(
χj
)
− zj

∥∥2
Σj

)
(23)
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2.2.2. INS Factor

The INS utilizes a three-axis accelerometer and a three-axis gyroscope to provide
acceleration and angular velocity observations. The linearized model can be expressed
as follows:

xk = hINS(xk−1,uk) + N
(

0, ΣINS
k

)
(24)

where xk denotes the state of the k epoch. The measurement functions hINS for acceleration
and angular velocity in INS are as follows:

hINS(xk−1, ua) =

vx,k−1 + ax,k∆t
vy,k−1 + ay,k∆t
vz,k−1 + az,k∆t

 (25)

hINS(xk−1, ug
)
=

θk−1 + gx,k∆t
ϕk−1 + gy,k∆t
ψk−1 + gz,k∆t

 (26)

where ∆t denotes the time difference from k epoch to k−1 epoch; vx,k−1 denotes mea-
surements of the three-axis accelerometers; gx,k denotes measurements of the three-axis
gyroscopes; θ denotes the pitch; ϕ denotes the roll; and ψ denotes the heading.

Further, the error function of the INS acceleration and angular velocity measurements
can be expressed as: ∥∥∥eINS

k,a

∥∥∥2

Σa
k

=
∥∥∥xk − hINS(xk−1, ua)

∥∥∥2

Σa
k

(27)

∥∥∥eINS
k,g

∥∥∥2

Σ
g
k

=
∥∥∥xk − hINS(xk−1, ug

)∥∥∥2

Σ
g
k

(28)

where Σa
k and Σ

g
k are the covariance matrices associated with the acceleration and gyroscope

measurements, respectively.

2.2.3. GNSS and LEO Factors

The LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI involves the pseudo-range, carrier-phase, and
Doppler factors. The GNSS dual-frequency pseudo-range, carrier-phase, and Doppler
combination model can be expressed as follows:

PPC = ρs
r+c(dtr − dts) + Ts

r +∆ρ+εPC (29)

LPC = ρs
r+c(dtr − dts) + Ts

r + λLCNLC+∆ρ+εLC (30)
.
PDC = ρs

r+c
(

d
.
tr − d

.
t
s)

+ εDC (31)

where indices s and r denote satellite and receiver ρs
r is the geometric distance between the

phase center of the receiver antenna and the satellite; c is the speed of light in a vacuum;
dtr and dts denote the receiver clock offset and the satellite clock offset, respectively; Ts

r
is the tropospheric delay; ∆ρ denotes other corrections such as relativity effects, Earth
rotation effects, antenna phase center offset (PCO) and variance (PCV). In Doppler data
processing, only the receiver clock variation and satellite clock variation are considered
as sources of error due to their significant variation. Other error terms are negligible and
therefore excluded. Finally, εPC, εLC, and εDC are pseudo-range, carrier-phase and Doppler
observation noise, and unmodeled multipath errors.

Thus, the error functions for the GNSS pseudo-range, carrier-phase, and Doppler
measurements can be obtained as follows:∥∥∥eGNSS

k,P

∥∥∥2

σ2
p
= ∥PPC − (∥pr − ps∥+c(dtr − dts) + Ts

r +∆ρ+εPC)∥2
σ2

p
(32)
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∥∥∥eGNSS
k,L

∥∥∥2

σ2
L

= ∥LLC − (∥pr − ps∥+c(dtr − dts) + Ts
r + λLCNLC+∆ρ+εLC)∥2

σ2
L

(33)

∥∥∥eGNSS
k,D

∥∥∥2

σ2
D

=
∥∥∥ .

PDC −
(
∥pr − ps∥+c

(
d

.
tr − d

.
t
s)

+
.
T

s
r+∆

.
ρ+εDC

)∥∥∥2

σ2
D

(34)

The observation quality of each satellite is different due to the differences in signal-
to-noise ratio, satellite elevation, and observation environment. In this study, the satellite
elevation-dependent weight model is used to estimate the a priori variance (σ2) of GNSS
observations [18]:
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The observation quality of each satellite is different due to the differences in signal-
to-noise ratio, satellite elevation, and observation environment. In this study, the satellite 
elevation-dependent weight model is used to estimate the a priori variance (σ 2 ) of GNSS 
observations [18]: 

( )( )

σ
E

σ = ,σ other
sin E


≥ °

 
 
 

2
0

22
2
0

30

2
 (35)

where E  denotes the satellite elevation and σ 2
0  denotes the precision of the observa-

tion. 
Similarly, the pseudo-range factor, carrier-phase factor, and Doppler factor of LEO 

can be obtained. In this paper, the GNSS factor, INS factor, and LEO factor are proposed. 
Therefore, the optimal state set 𝑿 = {𝒙1, 𝒙2, 𝒙3, ..., 𝒙𝑘, ...} can be solved as: 

( ) a g 2 2 2 2 2 2
p L D p L Dk k

INS INS GNSS GNSS GNSS LEO LEO LEO
k,a k,g k,P k,L k,D k,P k,L k,DΣ σ σ σ σ σ σΣ

k

X arg min e e e e e e e e
22 2 2 2 2 2 2

= + + + + + + +  (36)

  

where E denotes the satellite elevation and σ2
0 denotes the precision of the observation.

Similarly, the pseudo-range factor, carrier-phase factor, and Doppler factor of LEO
can be obtained. In this paper, the GNSS factor, INS factor, and LEO factor are proposed.
Therefore, the optimal state set X = {x1, x2, x3, . . ., xk, . . .} can be solved as:

X = arg min∑
k

(∥∥∥eINS
k,a

∥∥∥2

Σa
k

+
∥∥∥eINS

k,g

∥∥∥2

Σ
g
k

+
∥∥∥eGNSS

k,P

∥∥∥2

σ2
p

+
∥∥∥eGNSS

k,L

∥∥∥2

σ2
L

+
∥∥∥eGNSS

k,D

∥∥∥2

σ2
D

+
∥∥∥eLEO

k,P

∥∥∥2

σ2
p

+
∥∥∥eLEO

k,L

∥∥∥2

σ2
L

+
∥∥∥eLEO

k,D

∥∥∥2

σ2
D

)
(36)

3. Experiment Evaluations

To evaluate the performance of the method, a set of actual and simulation experiments
are arranged. This section specifically describes the experiment data, processing strategy,
and experiment analysis.

3.1. Experiment Data and Scheme

To evaluate the performance of the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI, a test vehicle
equipped with a GNSS receiver and a tactical-grade IMU (POS320) was placed in a typical
complex urban environment (tall buildings, trees, etc.) in Beijing, China, on 17 December
2020. The experimental trajectory is shown in Figure 3. In all figures in the paper, LEO-
enhanced GNSS/INS is denoted as GNSS/INS/LEO.
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In the test, the sampling rates of GNSS, LEO, and IMU data were 1 Hz, 1 Hz, and
200 Hz, respectively, and the detailed information on the IMU sensor is shown in Table 1.
Since there are no available LEO navigation satellites operated in orbit, we simulated two
commonly used low-orbit constellations, namely, the inclined orbit constellation and the
polar orbit constellation, with a total of 160 satellites providing global coverage. The orbital
altitude of the LEO satellites is 970 km. There are 70 satellites in six polar orbits with an
orbital inclination of 90◦ and 90 satellites in 10 inclined orbits with an orbital inclination of
60◦ [31]. The simulated LEO observations mainly include the satellite clock error, tidal error,
Earth rotation, relativistic effect, tropospheric delay, phase winding, and other simulated
errors. In this case, the Saastamoinen model is used for the tropospheric delay, the satellite
PCV and PCO corrections are set to 0, the noise in the pseudo-range observations is set
to 0.5 m, the noise in the carrier-phase is set to 0.003 m, and the multipath effect is not
considered. The signal frequency of the LEO simulated data are the same as the GPS L1
and L2 frequencies, i.e., LEO L1: 1575.42 MHz, LEO L2: 1227.60 MHz.

Table 1. Technical parameters of the POS320.

IMU
Sampling Rate Bias Random Walk

Hz Gyro. ◦/h Acc. mGal Angular ◦/s/
√

h Velocity m/s/
√

h

POS320 200 0.5 25 0.05 0.1

The number of available GNSS and LEO satellites and the corresponding PDOP are
shown in Figure 4. GPS availability is low, with less than four satellites or no satellites
available in some periods; BDS is slightly better but suffers from the same phenomenon as
GPS. Comparatively, LEO can increase the number of available satellites to some extent.
The statistics show that the average number of available satellites for GPS, GPS/LEO, BDS,
and BDS/LEO are 6.5, 13.4, 12.8, and 19.6, respectively, and the corresponding PDOP are 4.3,
1.9, 4.1, and 2.1, respectively. However, in certain epochs, the addition of LEO satellites does
not significantly augment the numbers of available satellites for GPS/LEO and BDS/LEO,
even less than 4. Consequently, the PDOP values associated with these epochs is worse. In
conclusion, LEO increases the number of available satellites and improves the geometry.
When using LEO satellites, the smaller the corresponding PDOP, the better the satellite
distribution, and the higher the theoretical positioning accuracy.
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In the experiment, the reference station was set up nearby in an open environment
as far as possible to avoid the surrounding signal reflectors. The GNSS RTK/INS tight
combination algorithm provided by NovAtel Inertial Explorer 8.7 (IE 8.7) commercial
software generates the positioning reference values. To ensure time alignment for integrated
navigation, GPST is used uniformly for GNSS, LEO, and INS. The offset between the GNSS
antenna and the center of the IMU is measured during the experiments to ensure spatial
alignment. Please refer to Table 2 for a detailed processing strategy.

Table 2. LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI models and strategies.

Parameter Models and Strategies

Satellite systems and frequency GPS: L1 + L2; BDS-2/BDS-3: B1I + B3I; LEO: L1 + L2

Sampling interval GNSS: 1 Hz; LEO: 1 Hz; INS: 200 Hz

Cut-off elevation angle 15◦

Reference coordinate GNSS RTK/INS conducted by the software IE 8.7

Estimation method The extended Kalman filter method and the factor graph
optimization method

Observations Ionospheric-free observations of pseudo-range, carrier-phase,
and Doppler observations

Tropospheric delay Using the Saastamoinen model, the residual component is
modeled as a random walk process

Satellite orbit and clock Precise orbit and clock products

Weight for observations Elevation-dependent weight

Receiver clock offset and clock drift Modeled as a random walk process

Satellite and receiver antenna phase center and other model errors igs14.atx; model correction

Biases and scale factor errors of accelerometer and gyroscope Modeled as first-order Gauss–Markov processes

To verify the performance of the method, we carried out the experimental program
as follows:

1. The paper analyzed the positioning performance of EKF GNSS/INS and LEO-enhanced
EKF GNSS/INS TCI. The purpose was to verify the improvement of LEO-enhanced EKF
GNSS/INS TCI.

2. Meanwhile, the paper analyzed the positioning performance of FGO GNSS/INS and
LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI. The purpose was to verify the improvement of
LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI.

3. Comparison of the LEO-enhanced EKF and FGO GNSS/INS TCI positioning performance.
4. Weak GNSS conditions were simulated to validate the performance of the LEO-

enhanced FGO GNSS/INS in complex urban environments.

3.2. LEO-Enhanced EKF and FGO GNSS/INS TCI

This section analyzes the positioning performance of the LEO-enhanced EKF GNSS/INS
TCI and the LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI. To ensure reliable and accurate positioning
results, the statistics of the RMSE value of the positioning error exclude the first 1000 epochs,
as the PPP/INS tight integration requires a certain convergence period.

3.2.1. LEO-Enhanced EKF GNSS/INS TCI

The variation of the position errors of the EKF GPS/INS TCI, the LEO-enhanced EKF
GPS/INS TCI, the EKF BDS/INS TCI, and the LEO-enhanced EKF BDS/INS TCI with
respect to the reference value in the n-frame is shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that the
position errors of the GPS/INS TCI and the BDS/INS TCI were worse in comparison to the
results with the inclusion of the LEO, which is mainly influenced by the availability of the
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GPS and BDS satellites significantly. Figure 6 shows the RMSE of the corresponding position
error. Comparing the results of LEO-enhanced GPS/INS and LEO-enhanced BDS/INS
TCI with those without LEO enhancement, the RMSE of the LEO-enhanced GPS/INS TCI
improved from 1.23 m, 1.31 m, and 0.71 m to 1.08 m, 1.18 m, and 0.63 m, in the north, east,
and vertical directions, respectively, providing improvements of 11.69%, 9.72%, and 10.46%;
the RMSE of the LEO-enhanced BDS/INS TCI improved from 1.85 m, 1.75 m, and 2.14 m to
1.08 m, 1.18 m, and 0.63 m, in the north, east, and vertical directions, respectively, providing
improvements of 3.82%, 11.12%, and 21.25%. Obviously, the positioning accuracy and
convergence performance of GPS and BDS are significantly improved after obtaining LEO
satellite augmentation.
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3.2.2. LEO-Enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI

The variation of the position errors of the FGO GPS/INS TCI, the LEO-enhanced FGO
GPS/INS TCI, the FGO BDS/INS TCI, and the LEO-enhanced FGO BDS/INS TCI with
respect to the reference value in the n-frame is shown in Figure 7. Consistent with the
conclusions of the EKF tight integration, the position errors of the GNSS/INS TCI also
show worse results relative to the inclusion of the LEO. Figure 8 shows the RMSE of the
corresponding position error. Comparing the result of the LEO-enhanced GPS/INS and
the LEO-enhanced BDS/INS TCI with those without LEO enhancement, the RMSE of the
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LEO-enhanced GPS/INS TCI improved from 0.97 m, 0.93 m, and 0.71 m to 0.69 m, 0.89 m,
and 0.62 m, in the north, east, and vertical directions, respectively, providing improvements
of 29.05%, 3.78%, and 12.98%; the RMSE of the LEO-enhanced BDS/INS TCI improved
from 0.67 m, 1.71 m, and 1.16 m to 0.57 m, 1.52 m, and 1.07 m, in the north, east, and vertical
directions, respectively, providing improvements of 15.28%, 11.38%, and 7.27%. Obviously,
for the FGO GNSS/INS TCI, the performance of the integrated navigation positioning is
also significantly improved after obtaining LEO augmentation.
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In order to further demonstrate the positioning performance of the LEO-enhanced
GNSS/INS TCI, the paper calculates the cumulative probability distribution of the error.
In general, the cumulative distribution function (CDF) is used to estimate the probability
distribution of the positioning error. Based on the CDF of the position offsets for the
FGO GPS/INS, LEO-enhanced GPS/INS, BDS/INS, and LEO-enhanced BDS/INS shown
in Figure 9, the percentages for those epochs with position offsets within 0.5 m in the
north direction were 26.6% and 99.8%, respectively, for the GPS/INS and LEO-enhanced
GPS/LEO; such percentages in the east direction were 90.0%, and 99.7%, and they were
71.6%, and 99.9% in the vertical direction. The percentages for those epochs with position
offsets within 1 m in the north direction were 99.1% and 99.8%, respectively, for the
BDS/INS and LEO-enhanced BDS/LEO; such percentages in the east direction were 65.7%,
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and 89.4%, and they were 94.9% and 99.1% in the vertical direction. Given the above CDF
trends, the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI offer better stability and higher accuracy than
without LEO.
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3.2.3. The Performance Comparison between EKF and FGO Method

Table 3 demonstrates the EKF and FGO GPS/INS, LEO-enhanced GPS/INS, BDS/INS,
and LEO-enhanced BDS/INS TCI position error RMSE statistics. Comparing the EKF
and FGO methods, the raw data are consistent in their assumptions and provide the
same a priori information and elevation angle weighting method. In addition, the data
pre-processing and parameter settings of the experiments are consistent and the raw
observations are reasonably used for the solution. Compared to the EKF GNSS/INS TCI
with those without LEO augmentation, the average enhancement effect of the LEO scheme
in the north, east, and vertical directions was 7.76%, 10.42%, and 15.87%. Compared to the
FGO GNSS/INS TCI with those without LEO augmentation, the average augmentation
effect of the LEO scheme in the north, east, and vertical directions was 22.16%, 7.58%, and
10.13%, respectively. In general, whether it is EKF tight integration or FGO tight integration,
LEO can play a significant role in its positioning performance.

Table 3. RMSE of position differences for GPS/INS, LEO-enhanced GPS/INS, BDS/INS, and LEO-
enhanced BDS/INS tightly coupled integration between EKF and FGO (unit: m).

TCI Modes
EKF FGO

North East Up 3D North East Up 3D

GPS/INS 1.23 1.31 0.71 1.93 0.97 0.93 0.71 1.52
LEO-enhanced GPS/INS 1.08 1.18 0.63 1.72 0.69 0.89 0.62 1.28

BDS/INS 1.12 1.75 1.39 3.33 0.67 1.71 1.16 2.17
LEO-enhanced BDS/INS 1.08 1.56 1.11 2.19 0.57 1.52 1.07 1.94
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According to Table 3, comparing the EKF tight integrations, the FGO GPS/INS position
error RMSE improved by 20.80% and 29.32% in the north and east directions, respectively,
while there was no improvement in the vertical direction; and the LEO-enhanced FGO
GPS/INS position error RMSE improved by 36.37%, 24.67%, and 2.37% in the north,
east, and vertical directions, respectively. Additionally, the FGO BDS/INS position error
RMSE improved by 40.34%, 2.36%, and 17.35% in the north, east, and vertical directions,
respectively; and the LEO-enhanced BDS/INS position error RMSE improved by 47.45%,
2.64%, and 2.67% in the north, east, and vertical directions, respectively. Obviously, the
positioning accuracy of FGO TCI is superior to EKF TCI. The 3D positioning errors of FGO
GPS/INS, LEO-enhanced GPS/INS, BDS/INS, and LEO-enhanced BDS/INS TCI were
1.52 m, 1.28 m, 2.17 m, and 1.94 m, respectively, which were improved by 21.24%, 25.58%,
34.83%, and 11.42% compared with the EKF scheme. According to Figures 5 and 7, the
FGO integration scheme has better stability and higher accuracy than the EKF integration
scheme. However, when relatively good positioning accuracy was obtained based on EKF,
the positioning accuracy improvement based on FGO was not so significant.

Therefore, the study in this section shows that LEO provides more observation data
and improves the geometric distribution of GNSS satellites, which has a significant im-
provement on the positioning performance of the GNSS/INS TCI. The addition of LEO
has led to a certain improvement in the stability, continuity, and accuracy of the EKF and
FGO GNSS/INS TCI. With the completion of the future LEO constellation, the positioning
accuracy of the GNSS/INS navigation will be further improved, taking into account the
advantages of the FGO, which is of great significance for the improvement of automatic
navigation vehicle technology in the future.

3.3. LEO-Enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI Performance under GNSS with the Low-Observability
Environment

The above results demonstrate that the FGO TCI performance is superior to the
traditional EKF TCI to a certain extent and that LEO satellites are very effective in enhancing
the performance of the GNSS/INS TCI. In this section, the performance of the FGO TCI is
further evaluated under the low observability of GNSS satellites, i.e., in complex and harsh
urban environments.

3.3.1. LEO-Enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI Position Performance

In complex and harsh urban environments, GNSS pseudo-range, carrier-phase, and
Doppler observations can be easily affected by errors such as multipath, leading to de-
creased positioning accuracy, especially with fewer observation satellites. To verify this
problem, partial loss of GNSS is simulated with the raw GNSS observation data. Figure 10
illustrates the sequence of the number of satellites after the simulation, and the average
number of available satellites for GPS, GPS/LEO, BDS, and BDS/LEO are 4.7, 12.2, 6.0, and
13.5, respectively, which shows that the number of available satellites for GNSS decreases
compared to Figure 4.
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To process the simulated data and analyze the improvement effect of LEO satellites
on the performance of FGO integration under weak GNSS conditions, four integrations of
FGO GPS/INS, LEO-enhanced GPS/INS, BDS/INS, and LEO-enhanced BDS/INS were
used. Figure 11 shows the four TCI position results, where LEO significantly improved
the GNSS/INS positioning performance under weak GNSS conditions. Through the study,
it is believed that when the position deviation of 10 consecutive epochs is less than 3 m,
it can be considered convergence. It is evident that the convergence speed of the LEO-
enhanced GNSS/INS TCI has significantly improved. Additionally, the positioning offsets
in the north, east, and vertical directions exhibit less fluctuation and tend to remain stable.
Meanwhile, there is a significant re-convergence process for GPS/INS TCI and BDS/INS
TCI in the 4800–6000 epochs, while the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI is almost recoverable
due to the increase in the number of LEO satellites. Therefore, as shown by the variation of
differences in Figure 11 and the RMSE statistics in Figure 12, the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS
has a significantly higher positioning accuracy and possesses a more excellent stability in
weak GNSS observation conditions.
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According to the RMSE of the positions presented in Figure 11, it can be concluded that
the LEO-enhanced GNSS/INS TCI provided higher positioning accuracy. The RMSEs of the
LEO-enhanced GPS/INS in the north, east, and vertical directions were 0.81 m, 0.67 m, and
0.75 m, respectively, and the enhancement effect of LEO was 48.67%, 58.90%, and 13.12%,
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respectively. The RMSEs of the LEO-enhanced BDS/INS in the north, east, and vertical
directions were 1.12 m, 1.44 m, and 0.83 m, respectively, and the LEO enhancement effect
was 41.85%, 35.68%, and 46.28%, respectively. It is important to note that the introduction
of LEO satellites has a clear constraint on the impact of low GNSS satellite observability.
Compared to Figures 7 and 11, the improvement in convergence speed and positioning
accuracy of LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI was more obvious under low GNSS
satellite observation. Therefore, with the completion of future LEO constellations, vehicle
navigation in harsh environments can be improved to provide user-satisfying and stable
positioning results even when the GNSS signals are severely interfered with. This is
important for vehicle, airborne, and other combinations of navigation to provide more
stable and broader applications.

3.3.2. LEO-Enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI Convergence Performance

To evaluate the effect of LEO on the convergence performance of the FGO GNSS/INS
TCI, the raw data were randomly divided into four sets of observations in the 2000 epoch
interval, and the four sets of data were processed using GNSS/INS and LEO-enhanced
GNSS/INS TCI. The position solution achieved for GPS/INS, LEO-enhanced GPS/INS,
BDS/INS, and LEO-enhanced BDS/INS are shown in Figure 13. For four sets of random
data, this paper considers that convergence is reached when the error is less than 3 m for
10 consecutive epochs. The addition of LEO data can significantly improve the convergence
time of GPS/INS and BDS/INS. Regrettably, the vertical convergence of the second dataset
in the LEO-enhanced BDS/INS mode is slightly slower. Additionally, to measure the
positioning accuracy after convergence, this paper statistically calculates the corresponding
RMSEs by selecting the smoothed intervals following convergence of the LEO-enhanced
GNSS/INS modes, as depicted in Figure 14. It can be seen that the U-direction of the
second set of data and the N-direction of the third set of data in LEO-enhanced GPS/INS
TCI have slightly poorer positioning accuracies. Similarly, the N-direction of the first set
of data and the U-direction of the second set of data in the LEO-enhanced BDS/INS TCI
have slightly poorer positioning accuracies. Even so, it still meets the needs of users for
positioning accuracy in complex environments.
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Table 4 shows the 3D positioning errors for FGO GPS/INS TCI, LEO-enhanced
GPS/INS TCI, BDS/INS TCI, and LEO-enhanced BDS/INS TCI. It is evident that the
addition of LEO significantly improved the 3D positioning accuracy of the GNSS/INS TCI.
The results in this section indicate that the LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI significantly
improved convergence speed and positioning accuracy. Therefore, the LEO-enhanced
FGO integrated navigation method can enhance vehicle navigation performance in harsh
environments and enable more stable and wide-ranging applications.

Table 4. 3D positioning errors for FGO GPS/INS, LEO-enhanced GPS/INS, BDS/INS, and LEO-
enhanced BDS/INS tightly coupled integration (unit: m).

TCI Modes
3D Positioning Errors for FGO

Data One Data Two Data Three Data Four

GPS/INS 3.26 2.46 1.23 3.56
LEO-enhanced

GPS/INS 1.67 1.95 0.82 2.45

BDS/INS 4.56 2.18 1.56 2.68
LEO-enhanced

BDS/INS 3.37 1.55 1.40 1.05

4. Discussion

The field experiments and simulations above have demonstrated the significant con-
tribution of LEO and FGO methods to improve vehicle positioning accuracy in harsh
environments. The low orbit, greater speed, and strong signals of LEO satellites can im-
prove the geometry between the user and the satellite and provide more observations that
can be used for parameter estimation. Consequently, this enhancement significantly im-
proves the positioning performance of the GNSS/INS TCI. The references [27,29,31,41,42]
presented show relatively consistent results.

In addition, compared to the traditional EKF tight integration method, the FGO tight
integration method demonstrates superior positioning performance in LEO-enhanced
GNSS/INS. Due to the involvement of multiple sensor fusions and a complex dynamic
environment, nonlinear problems are unavoidable. The FGO method conducts multiple
iterations based on all historical and current measurements to achieve stable estimation,
providing a clear advantage in dealing with nonlinear problems. Meanwhile, FGO can uti-
lize historical information of sensors and model constraint relationships between observed
data and state variables at different moments [19,35]. This approach effectively enhances
robustness to outliers. Therefore, the LEO and FGO methods can effectively enhance the
accuracy and robustness of integrated navigation, providing a more reliable solution for
positioning requirements in complex environments.
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5. Conclusions

The continuity, reliability, and robustness of traditional extended Kalman filter-based
GNSS/INS integration in complex and harsh urban environments are susceptible to GNSS
anomalies. To solve this problem, this paper proposes a LEO-enhanced factor graph
optimization method for GNSS/INS tight integration.

The study validates the algorithmic model using a set of vehicle data and simu-
lated LEO data and the validation results show that: (1) Compared with the traditional
GNSS/INS TCI method, the FGO method using multiple iterations can achieve stable
estimation. This can effectively enhance the positioning performance of the GNSS/INS
integration in complex and harsh urban environments. The average position RMSE of the
FGO GNSS/INS TCI are 0.82 m, 1.32 m, and 0.94 m with an improvement of 30.57%, 15.84%,
and 8.68% in the north, east, and vertical directions, respectively, compared with those of
the EKF GNSS/INS TCI. The average position RMSE of the LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS
TCI are 0.63 m, 1.21 m, and 0.85 m with an improvement of 41.91%, 13.66%, and 2.52% in the
north, east, and vertical directions, respectively, compared with those of the LEO-enhanced
EKF GNSS/INS TCI; (2) LEO can improve satellite geometry and provide more observation
data. In the case of GNSS anomalies, LEO effectively improves the positioning perfor-
mance of GNSS/INS TCI. For the EKF GNSS/INS TCI, the average enhancement effect of
LEO is 7.76%, 10.42%, and 15.87% in the north, east, and vertical directions, respectively.
Meanwhile, for the FGO GNSS/INS TCI, the average enhancement effect of LEO is 22.16%,
7.58%, and 10.13% in the north, east, and vertical directions, respectively.

The LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS TCI significantly improves positioning accuracy
and convergence performance in complex and harsh urban environments. This method is
highly significant for dynamic positioning demand systems, as it effectively copes with
the challenges of positioning in complex urban environments and achieves significant
performance improvement. The next step is to conduct LEO-enhanced FGO GNSS/INS
positioning performance experiments under various complex scenarios. Additionally,
observation data such as vision and 5G can be included to enable richer multi-source FGO
combination algorithms. This is highly significant in the field of high-precision positioning,
including autonomous driving, unmanned aerial vehicles, and intelligent transportation.
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